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Reduction of carbon dioxide (C02 ) and other gases concentration in air and other gases has 

been of great concern in various fields, e.g., control of indoor air quality by ventilation 

(Nabinger1994, Persily1997), greenhouse effect (Hansen1981), or contamination control of 

process gases far semiconductor manufacturing (Briesacher1991). Recently, behaviour of ions, 

radicals and molecular species have been studied far the purpose of gas cleaning and 

purification from gas stream by corona discharge (Ohkubo1994), surface discharge (Oda1997), 

and electron beam injection (Hirota1995). However these methods using high  discharge 

energy turned out not to be effective far lowering the concentration of C02 due to the high 

energy penalty and equipment capital cost, of current capture and concentration technologies 

in operation and under development. 

 
As an alternative, ionization of residual molecules in gas phase at atmospheric pressure (API) 

has been proposed as a purification method far nitrogen (Briesacher1991). This approach is 

inspired in the atmospheric pressure ionization, by means of far example electron impact 

ionization, which has been successfully applied in mass spectrometry during the last decades. 

However due to the relatively low ionization yield produced, these techniques are limited to a 

very small amount of compounds, and ion currents in the range of nanoamps. However, Ita et 

al. applied successfully this idea far nitrogen purification with small amounts of different 

contaminants, being able to modify the concentration of impurities in the ppm range. 

 
In arder to get better purification capabilities it would be desirable to work with higher ion 

currents to perfarm separations of compounds in concentrations higher than the ppm range. 

In other words, to increase the ionization yields. Unfartunately there is almost no literature 

concerning this area of work, mainly because the farmation of considerable amounts of ions in 

a reduced space leads to work with a very different situation than in the case of API. 
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